meet the
Inertia
family

With its good-natured
styling and broad range
of interchangeable design
options, the Inertia family
makes itself right at home
no matter the job –
or budget.

A true multi-tasker, Inertia Task manages to juggle functionality, good
form and affordability. Inertia Task comes in both Highback and Midback
options, with either a fully upholstered or lightweight, breathable woven
mesh back. With its Synchro Tilt back mechanism, Inertia Task offers
comfort and support all day long.
Inertia Stool is also available in a standard 8" or optional 10" stool package,
making it ideal for accommodating varying work surface heights.

With our broad palette of fabric options available,
the Inertia Conference can be tailored to reflect
your specific tastes.

Never one to be caught up with too much formality, Inertia Conference is always stylish with its square, modern shape,
silver accents and a thin profile. Whether it’s specified as a Highback or Midback, fully upholstered or with a mesh back,
Inertia Conference makes an inviting statement around the table.

Mesh or upholstered, the Inertia Side chair always makes guests feel welcome. Available in a broad range of fabrics,
combined with a choice of black, silver or contemporary gunmetal finishes, Inertia Side is ideally suited to occasional
and casual seating arrangements. (Barstool height shown above.)

Since we spend the majority of our day, every
day, sitting in a chair, our sole focus is to design
solutions that make being in the seated position
more ergonomic and more comfortable.
To learn how to properly use any member of
the Inertia family – and how to combine them
with our personal work tools to promote a
healthier way to sit – visit allseating.com.

A full two-inches taller and wider than the standard task chair, the stately Inertia Executive chair makes
an impressive statement with its high back, which can be dressed up in either mesh or fully upholstered.
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Visit the Inertia page on allseating.com for a complete 3D view of this chair
using our innovative specall tool.

We bend over backwards to design ergonomic seating and personal work tools that make people feel comfortable in
the seated position. Over the past 30 years, we’ve developed a reputation for quickly adjusting to the changing needs
of customers in the office, educational and healthcare sectors. From our on-time guarantee, to our on-line specification
tools, we’re always putting your needs first. So our clients are able to sit back and rest assured that, no matter what,
the people at Allseating always have their back.
Our manufacturing system conforms to the ISO 9001:2008 and 4001:2004 standards, and our warranty?
It’s the best in the industry.

5800 avebury rd, unit 3 mississauga, ON L5R 3M3
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t2 arm height adjustment
t2 arm width adjustment
t3 arm height adjustment
t3 arm width adjustment
multi-functional arm height adjustment
multi-functional arm width adjustment
multi-functional arm arm cap pivot
multi-functional arm cap slides in/out
multi-functional arm cap slides front/back
twister arm height adjustment
twister arm width adjustment
twister arm arm cap pivot
conference arm
tvo base
composite base

